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Department of Computer Science, K.U.LeuvenAbstractInductive logic programming systems usually send large numbersof queries to a database. The lattice structure from which these quer-ies are typically selected causes many of these queries to be highlysimilar. As a consequence, independent execution of all queries mayinvolve a lot of redundant computation. We propose a mechanism forexecuting a hierarchically structured set of queries (a \query pack")through which a lot of redundancy in the computation is removed.We have incorporated our query pack execution mechanism in theILP systems Tilde and Warmr by implementing a new Prolog engineilProlog which provides support for pack execution at a lower level.Experimental results demonstrate signi�cant e�ciency gains. Ourquery pack execution mechanism is very general in nature and couldbe incorporated in most other ILP systems, with similar e�ciencyimprovements to be expected.Keywords : Inductive logic programming, machine learning, data mining.AMS(MOS) Classi�cation : Primary : I.2.6, Secondary : I.2.3.



1 IntroductionMany data mining algorithms, including ILP algorithms, employ an approachthat is basically a generate-and-test approach: large numbers of hypotheses aregenerated and tested against the database in order to check whether they arevalid. Even though their search through a hypothesis space is seldom exhaustivein practical situations, and clever branch-and-bound or greedy search strategiesare employed, the number of hypotheses generated and tested by these ap-proaches may still be huge. This is especially true when a complex hypothesisspace is used, which is often the case in ILP.Very often the hypothesis space is structured as a lattice, and the searchthrough the space makes use of this lattice. Because hypotheses close to one an-other in the lattice are similar, the computations involved in testing their validitywill be similar too. In other words, many of the computations that are performedwhen executing one query will have to be performed again when executing thenext query. Storing certain intermediate results during the computation for lateruse could be a solution (e.g., tabling as in the XSB Prolog engine [7]), but maybe infeasible in practice because of its memory requirements. It becomes morefeasible if the search is reorganised so that intermediate results are always usedshortly after they have been computed; this can be achieved to some extent byrearranging the computations. The best way of removing the redundancy, how-ever, is to re-implement the execution strategy of the queries so that as muchcomputation as possible is e�ectively shared.In this paper we discuss a strategy for executing sets of queries, organised inso-called query packs, that avoids these redundant computations. The strategyis presented as an adaptation of the standard Prolog execution mechanism. Wealso report on the use of this technique by several inductive logic programmingsystems. Experimental results suggest that in some cases a speed-up of an orderof magnitude or more can be achieved in this way. This signi�cantly contributesto the applicability of inductive logic programming to real world data miningtasks.The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we preciselydescribe the ILP problem setting in which this work is set. In Section 3 we de�nethe notion of a query pack, indicate how it could be executed by a standard Pro-log interpreter and what computational redundancy this causes, and propose analgorithm to execute such query packs that avoids these redundant computa-tions. In Section 4 we describe how the query pack execution strategy can beincorporated in two existing inductive logic programming algorithms (Tilde andWarmr). In Section 5 we present experimental results that give an indicationof the speed-up that these systems achieve by using the query pack executionmechanism. In Section 6 related work is mentioned and in Section 7 we conclude.2 Problem settingThe problem setting we are considering is the following [8]:



Given{ a set of conjunctive queries S{ a deductive database D{ a tuple K of variables that occur in all queries in SFind{ the set R = f(K�;Q)jQ 2 S and Q� succeeds in Dg; i.e., �nd for eachquery Q in S those instantiations of K for which the query succeeds in D.We refer to the tuple K as a key; the intuition behind K is that it uniquelyidenti�es a single example. In the context of learning a single predicate the keywould typically consist of the variables that occur in the head of the clause beinglearned.Example 1. Assume an ILP system learning a de�nition for father/2 wants toevaluate the following hypotheses:father(X,Y) :- parent(X,Y), male(X).father(X,Y) :- parent(X,Y), female(X).father(X,Y) :- parent(X,Y), male(Y).father(X,Y) :- parent(X,Y), female(Y).Examples are of the form father(c1,c2) with c1 and c2 some constants; hence inthe above set of clauses each example is uniquely identi�ed by a ground substi-tution of the tuple (X;Y ). This means that, put in the above problem setting, wehave a set of Prolog queries S = f(parent(X;Y );male(X)), (parent(X;Y ); female(X)),(parent(X;Y );male(Y )), (parent(X;Y ); female(Y ))g and a key K = (X;Y ).Given a query Q 2 S, �nding all couples (x; y) for which ((x; y); Q) 2 R (with Rthe result set as de�ned above) is equivalent to �nding all parent(c1,c2) factspredicted by the clause parent(X,Y) :- Q.Our problem setting is very general in the sense that it covers many taskstypically encountered in ILP settings. Indeed, once it is known which queriessucceed for which examples, statistics about the queries can be readily obtainedfrom this. A few examples:{ discovery of frequent item-sets: for each query Q the number of keys forwhich it succeeds just needs to be counted, i.e., jfK�j(K�;Q) 2 Rgj{ induction of Horn clauses: the accuracy of a clause H : �B can be computedas jfK�j(K�;B)2R and Dj=H�gjjfK�j(K�;B)2Rgj with R the result set{ induction of classi�cation or regression trees: computing the class entropyor variance of the examples covered (or not) by a query involves simplecomputations on counts similar to the above onesObviously our problem setting returns more information than most systemsneed; in practice one could avoid computing the result set itself and just updatesome relevant counters instead. By considering the above setting any e�ciencyresults we obtain are a fortiori applicable to systems avoiding the computationof this overhead of information.
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true Fig. 1. A query pack3 Query packs3.1 De�nitionDe�nition 1. A query pack is a tree structure with literals or conjunctions ofliterals in the nodes. Each path from the root to some node (leaf or internal node)represents a conjunctive query. Such a query is said to be a member of the querypack.Example 2. Given the following set of queries:p(X)p(X), q(X,a)p(X), q(X,b)p(X), q(X,c)p(X), q(X,Y)p(X), q(X,Y), r(Y,1)p(X), q(X,Y), r(Y,2)the query pack shown in Fig. 1 contains these and only these queries as members.We represent the pack as a Prolog term asp(X), (true or q(X,a) or q(X,b) or q(X,c) or q(X,Y), (true or r(Y,1) or r(Y,2)))As in the example, we will denote query packs textually by writing an oroperator between di�erent subtrees of a node. We name the operator or becauseintuitively it closely corresponds to a disjunction. Indeed a query pack could beconstructed and executed as a complex Prolog query reecting the tree structureof the pack (with a \;" separating children of the same node and a \," separatinga node from its children): the set of answer substitutions for this query is thenexactly the union of the sets of answer substitutions for the members of thepack. Executing the pack in this manner would indeed remove a lot of redundantcomputation, but is still suboptimal, as the following example shows.Example 3. Consider the following set of queries, with X as key:p(X), lotsofwork(X), q(X,Y)p(X), lotsofwork(X), r(X,Y)



where lotsofwork represents a complex computation. Evaluating the queriesseparately implies that for each X for which p(X) succeeds, lotsofwork(X) willbe computed twice, whereas for the following queryp(X), lotsofwork(X), (q(X,Y); r(X,Y))lotsofwork(X) will only be called once for each X . Both queries are equivalentwith respect to their answer substitutions.On the other hand, consider the following query:p(X), q(X,Y), (r(Y,Z); s(Y,Z))Suppose r(Y,Z) associates many Z's with each single Y . With the above query,all alternative values for Z will be generated by r(Y,Z) before s(Y,Z) be called.Given that we are only interested in answer substitutions for X , getting onesingle answer substitution for Z su�ces and the alternatives for r(Y,Z) shouldbe cut away. Note that the cut should survive backtracking to some extent: whenbacktracking to q(X,Y) yields a new value for Y , the r(Y,Z) branch should stillbe avoided because we already know that it succeeds for this value of X . Onlywhen the value of the key X changes should it be reconsidered.The execution mechanism we need can be implemented in Prolog, but onlyin a very ine�cient manner [11, 2]; actually preliminary results in [2] suggestedthat the overhead involved in this implementation destroys the e�ciency gainobtained by redundancy reduction. To fully exploit the sharing of computationschanges are needed at the level of the Prolog engine itself.3.2 E�cient Execution of Query PacksSeveral possible solutions for e�cient execution of query packs are describedin [11]. The most e�cient one consists of an extension of the WAM (WarrenAbstract Machine), the machine underlying most Prolog implementations. Theextended WAM provides the or operator as discussed above, and permanentlyremoves branches from the pack that do not need to be investigated anymore.This extended WAM is the basis of a new Prolog engine dedicated to inductivelogic programming, called ilProlog.The starting point for the query pack execution mechanism is the usualProlog execution of a queryQ given a Prolog program P . By backtracking Prologwill generate all the solutions for Q by giving the possible instantiations � suchthat Q� succeeds in P .In this context, a query pack consists of a conjunction conj of literals followedby a set of branches, where each branch is again a query pack. Note that leavesare query packs with an empty set of branches. For each query pack Q, conj(Q)denotes the conjunction and children(Q) denotes the set of branches.A (root) query pack actually represents a set of queries. Execution of a querypack aims at �nding out which queries of the pack succeed. If a query pack isexecuted as if the or's were usual disjunctions, backtracking occurs over queriesthat have already succeeded and too many successes are detected. To avoid this,



some part of the query pack should no longer be considered during backtrackingas soon as a query succeeds. The algorithm realises this by reporting success ofqueries (and of query packs) to points higher up in the query pack.A (non-root) query pack can be safely removed if all the queries that dependon it (namely all the queries that are below it in the query pack) have succeededonce. For a leaf Q (empty set of children), success of conj(Q) is su�cient toremove it. For a Q with dependent queries, we wait until all the dependentqueries report success or equivalently until all the query packs in children(Q)report success.At the start of the evaluation of a root query pack, the set of branches forevery query pack in it contains all the branches in the given query pack. Duringthe execution, query packs can be removed from sets and the values of thechildren(Q) changes accordingly. Thus, when due to backtracking a query packis executed again, it might be the case that fewer branches have to be considered.The execution of a query packQ� is de�ned by the algorithm execute qp(Q; �)(Fig. 2) which imposes additional control on the usual Prolog execution.The usual Prolog execution and backtracking behaviour is modelled by thewhile loop (line 1) which generates all possible solutions � for the conjunction inthe query pack. If no more solutions are found, fail is returned and backtrackingwill occur at the level of the calling query pack.The additional control manages the children(Q). For each solution �, thenecessary branches of Q will be executed. It is important to notice that the initialset of branches of a query pack is changed destructively during the execution ofthis algorithm. Firstly, when a leaf is reached, success is returned (line 8) andthe corresponding branch is removed from the query pack (line 6). Secondly,when a query pack that initially had several branches, �nally ends up with anempty set of branches (line 6), also this query pack is removed (line 8). The factthat branches are destructively removed, implies that when due to backtrackingthe same query pack is executed again for a di�erent �, not all branches have tobe executed any more. Moreover, by returning success the backtracking over thecurrent query pack conjunction conj(Q) is stopped: all branches have reportedsuccess.3.3 Using Query PacksFig. 3 shows an algorithm that makes use of the pack execution mechanismto compute the result set R as de�ned in our problem statement. From aquery pack Q containing all queries in S, a derived pack Q0 is constructedby adding a report success/2 literal to each leaf of the pack; the task ofreport success(K,N) is simply to add (K;QN ) to R (with QN the N -th queryin the pack).1 Q0 will be executed via the predicate evaluate pack/1 which is1 In our current implementation the result set is implemented as a bit-matrix indexedon queries and examples. This implementation is feasible (on typical computers atthis moment) as long as the number of queries in the pack multiplied by the numberof examples is less than 109, which holds for most current ILP applications.



0 execute qp( pack Q, substitution �) f1 while ( �  next solution( conj(Q)�)2 f3 for each Qchild in children(Q) do4 f5 if ( execute qp( Qchild , �) == success)6 children(Q)  children(Q) n fQchildg7 g8 if ( children(Q) is an empty set) return(success)9 g10 return(fail)11 g Fig. 2. The query pack execution algorithm1 evaluate(set of examples E, pack Q, key K) f2 Q0  Q;3 q  1;4 for each leaf of Q0 do f5 add report success(K, q) to the right of the conjunction in the leaf6 increment q7 g8 C  (evaluate pack(K) :- Q0);9 compile and load(C);10 for each example e in E do f11 k key(e);12 evaluate pack(k);13 g14 g Fig. 3. Using query packs to compute the result set Rdynamically de�ned, compiled, loaded and then executed. Obviously an ILP sys-tem not interested in the result set itself could provide its own report success/2predicate and thus avoid the overhead of explicitly building the result set.Note that this algorithm follows the strategy of running all queries for eachsingle example before moving on to the next example: this could be called the\examples in outer loop" strategy, as opposed to the \queries in outer loop"strategy used by most ILP systems. The \examples in outer loop" strategy hasimportant advantages when processing large data sets; see, e.g., [12, 5].3.4 Computational ComplexityLower and upper bounds on the speedup factor that can be achieved by ex-ecuting a pack instead of separate queries can be obtained as follows. For a



pack containing n queries qi = (a; bi), let Ti be the time needed to compute the�rst answer substitution of qi if there are any, or to obtain failure otherwise.Let ti be the part of Ti spent within a and t0i the part of Ti spent in bi. ThenTs = Pi(ti + t0i) and Tp = max(ti) +Pi t0i with Ts and Tp representing thetotal time needed for executing all queries separately, respectively executing thepack. Introducing c = Pi ti=Pi t0i, it is possible to show that Ts=Tp � 1 andTs=Tp � (c + 1)=(c=n + 1) < min(c + 1; n). Thus the speedup factor is boundby the branching factor n and by the ratio c of computational complexity inthe shared part over the computational complexity of the non-shared part. Formulti-level packs, under the assumption of a constant branching factor b, if thecomputation of literals at depth 1 to i in the pack is dominant then the speedupfactor approaches bd�i with d the depth of the pack.4 Use of Query Pack Execution in ILP SystemsIn this section we briey describe two existing ILP algorithms and show how theabove execution method can be included in the algorithms to improve e�ciency.4.1 Re�nement of a single ruleThe �rst algorithm we discuss is Tilde[4], an algorithm that builds �rst-orderdecision trees. In a �rst-order decision tree, nodes contain literals that togetherwith the conjunction of the literals in the nodes above this node (i.e., in a pathfrom the root to this node) form the query that is to be run for an example todecide which subtree it should be sorted into. When building the tree, the literal(or conjunction of literals) to be put in one node is chosen as follows: given thequery corresponding to a path from the root to this node, generate all re�nementsof this query (a re�nement of a query is formed by adding one or more literalsto the query); evaluate these re�nements on the data set (computing, e.g., theinformation gain [14] yielded by the re�nement), choose the best re�nement, andput the literals that were added to the original clause to form this re�nement inthe node.At this point it is clear that a lot of computational redundancy exists if eachre�nement is evaluated separately. Indeed all re�nements contain exactly thesame literals except those added during this single re�nement step. Organisingall re�nements into one query pack, we obtain a query pack that essentiallyhas only one level (the root immediately branches into leaves). When Tilde'slookahead facility is used [3], re�nements form a lattice and the query pack maycontain multiple (though usually few) levels.Note that the root of these packs may consist of a conjunction of manyliterals, giving the pack a broom-like form. The more literals in the root of thepack, the greater the bene�t of query pack execution is expected to be.Example 4. Assume the node currently being re�ned has the following queryassociated with it: circle(A,C),leftof(A,C,D),above(A,D,E), i.e., the node



covers all examples where there is a circle to the left of some other object whichis itself above yet another object.The query pack generated for this re�nement could for instance be
triangle(A,F)
circle(A,H)
small(A,I)
large(A,J)
in(A,E,K)
in(A,D,L)
in(A,C,M)
above(A,E,N)
above(A,D,O)
above(A,C,P)
leftof(A,E,Q)
leftof(A,D,R)
leftof(A,C,S)

circle(A,C), leftof(A,C,D), above(A,D,E), 

When evaluating this pack, all backtracking through the root of the pack(the \stick" of the broom) will happen only once, instead of once for each re�ne-ment. In other words: when evaluating queries one by one, for each query theProlog engine needs to search once again for all objects C, D and E ful�llingthe constraint circle(A,C), leftof(A,C,D), above(A,D,E); when executinga pack this search is only done once.Other Systems Besides Tilde Many systems for inductive logic programminguse an algorithm that consists of repeatedly re�ning clauses. Any of these systemscould in principle be rewritten to make use of a query pack evaluation mechanismand thus achieve a signi�cant e�ciency gain. Consider, e.g., a system performinganA� search through a re�nement lattice, such asProgol [13]. SinceA� imposesa certain order in which clauses will be considered for re�nement, it is hardto reorganise the computation at this level. However, when taking one nodein the list of open nodes and producing all its re�nements, the evaluation ofthe re�nements involves executing all of them; this can be replaced by a packexecution. In principle one could also perform several levels of re�nement at thisstage, adding all of them to A�'s queue; part of the e�ciency of A� is then lost,but the pack execution mechanism is exploited to a larger extent. Which of thesetwo e�ects is dominant will depend on the application: if most of the �rst-levelre�nements would be further re�ned anyway at some point during the search,clearly there will be a gain in executing a two-level pack; otherwise there maybe a loss of e�ciency. In any case, however, with single-level re�nement packs aspeedup should certainly be achieved.
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Fig. 4. A sequence of 4 query packs in Warmr. Re�nement of the above left querypack results in the 3-level pack above right. Removal of queries found infrequent duringpack evaluation results in the bottom left pack. Finally, another level is added in asecond query expansion step to produce the bottom right pack. This iteration betweenexpansion and evaluation continues until the pack is empty.4.2 Level-wise frequent pattern discoveryAn alternative family of data mining algorithms scans the re�nement lattice ina breadth-�rst manner for queries whose frequency exceeds some user-de�nedthreshold. The best-known instance of these level-wise algorithms is the Apri-ori method for �nding frequent item-sets [1]. Warmr [10] is an ILP variant ofattribute-value based Apriori.Query packs in Warmr correspond to hash-trees of item-sets in Apriori:both are used to store a subgraph of the total re�nement lattice down to leveln. The paths from the root down to level n� 1 in that subgraph correspond tofrequent patterns. The paths from root to the leaves at depth n correspond tocandidates whose frequency has to be computed. Like hash-trees in Apriori,query packs in Warmr exploit massive similarity between candidates to maketheir evaluation more e�cient. Essentially the Warmr algorithm starts with anempty query pack and iterates between pack evaluation and pack extension (seeFigure 4). The latter is achieved by adding all potentially frequent re�nements2of all leaves in the pack, i.e., adding another level of the total re�nement lattice.5 Experimental EvaluationThe goal of this experimental evaluation is to empirically investigate the actualspeedups that can be obtained by re-implementing ILP systems so that they use2 Re�nements found to be specialisations of infrequent queries cannot be frequentthemselves, and are pruned consequently.



the pack execution mechanism. At this moment such re-implementations exist forthe Tilde and Warmr systems, hence we have used these for our experiments.We attempt to quantify both the speedup of packs w.r.t. to separate executionof queries, and the total speedup that this can yield for an ILP system.5.1 TildeComparison of di�erent implementations of Tilde It is useful to considerfour di�erent ways in which Tilde can be run in its ilProlog implementation:1. No packs: the normal implementation of Tilde, where queries are generatedone by one and each is evaluated on all relevant examples (original imple-mentation as described in [4]). Since queries are represented as terms, eachevaluation of a query involves a meta-call in Prolog.2. An \Examples in outer loop" implementation of Tilde, where examples areconsidered one by one and for each example all queries are run one afteranother (see [5]). Each call of a query, as in the previous setting, involves ameta-call.3. Disjoint execution of packs: a query pack is executed in which all queries inthe pack are put beside one another; i.e., common parts are not shared bythe queries. The computational redundancy in executing such a pack is thesame as that in executing all queries one after another; the main di�erenceis that in this case all queries are compiled.4. Packed execution of packs: a query pack is executed where queries share asmuch as possible.Of these four settings the second one turned out to be the slowest by far;we attribute this to the fact that queries are not compiled but executed usingmeta-calls. The most interesting information, however, is obtained by comparingthe other three settings:{ The di�erence between packed execution and disjoint execution accuratelyindicates the e�ciency gain that is obtained by redundancy removal (notblurred by any e�ects of pre-compilation and other possible implementationdi�erences).{ The di�erence between the packed execution and the original implementationgives an idea of the net e�ciency gain that is obtained, taking into accountall implementation changes.In the remainder of this section we focus on the timings for settings 1,3 and 4,which provide us with the above information.Next to the total time needed to build a tree, we have also recorded the timeneeded to compile and load the query packs, and the time needed to execute them(this is excluding the time needed for computing statistics from the result setand retrieving the best query afterwards). To evaluate the net speedup of Tildedue to query pack execution, total times should be compared; when comparingdisjoint and packed execution it is better to look at execution times only.



In a �rst experimental setup we measured times for Tilde on Bongard data-sets3 of di�erent sizes, where no simple classi�cation theory existed for the ex-amples. In a second setup a true classi�cation theory of small size existed for theexamples, such that in most cases the same tree is learned; this mostly removesthe inuence of di�erent tree sizes on induction times. In some cases there isa di�erence in tree size even for the same settings : di�erent implementationsmay select di�erent test when multiple tests of the same quality exist, whichmight give rise to signi�cant di�erences in tree size (this was observed in earlierimplementations of Tilde). We report these tree sizes in our tables. As can beseen in the table, in only one case a small di�erence in size was observed betweentrees induced under the same settings.The size of a pack depends on how many re�nements are generated at acertain node; this was varied by setting Tilde's lookahead parameter to 0, 1 or2 (with 2 generating the largest packs).Table 1 gives an overview of the experimental results we obtained for the �rstsetup (trees of very di�erent sizes), Table 2 gives a similar overview for the secondsetup. The total induction time is reported, as well as (for pack-based executionmechanisms) the time needed for pack compilation and pack execution.Some interesting observations are:{ Comparing total times, net speedup factors of 1 to 4.7 are obtained. Thespeedup becomes larger when larger packs are generated (higher lookaheadsetting).{ Comparing execution times of disjoint and packed execution, speedup factorsof 1.3 up to 23 are obtained. Again, larger packs yield larger speedups.{ When subtracting the compilation time from the total induction time, itcan be seen that disjoint execution is approximately as fast as the originalimplementation; i.e., the re-implementation from \queries in outer loop" to\examples in outer loop" does not have a net e�ect. Packed execution, ofcourse, does yield an important gain.{ For each individual setting, the total induction time varies with the numberof examples in the same way as for the other settings. This con�rms thatthe re-implementation does not a�ect the way in which the complexity ofthe learning algorithm depends on the number of examples.We have also run experiments on the Mutagenesis data set [15], with some-what di�erent results, as can be seen in Table 3. Query packs are much largerthan for the Bongard data set; with a lookahead of 2 the largest packs had over12000 queries. For these large packs a signi�cant amount of time is spent com-piling the pack, but even then large net speedups are obtained, in one speci�ccase up to a factor of 20. Such high speedups can be obtained in cases whereoccasionally a computationally complex clause is generated (with many variablesand many literals sharing variables) and then re�ned; a large proportion of the3 The \Bongard" data sets contain problems related to those used by M. Bongard [6]for research on pattern recognition and were introduced as an ILP benchmark by[9].



LA tree size original disjoint packed speedup ratio(nodes) total comp exec total comp exec net exec592 examples0 27 2.0 4.2 2.26 0.52 1.79 0.35 0.12 1.1 4.31 15 4.95 9.13 5.06 1.54 3.04 0.77 0.21 1.6 7.32 11 15.12 17.81 9.12 4.06 6.01 1.79 0.18 2.5 22.61194 examples0 58 6.29 11.97 6.44 1.92 5.1 0.98 0.57 1.2 3.41 54 24.14 43.25 24.79 9.41 11.92 3.12 1.23 2.0 7.72 22 56.42 99.14 65.76 15.44 23.46 8.45 0.84 2.4 18.41804 examples0 48 7.89 12.97 6.02 2.75 6.3 1.13 1.04 1.25 2.61 58 35.67 54.57 27.76 15.5 17.42 4.46 3.27 2.0 4.72 13 46.17 56.69 27.34 17.2 16.55 4.87 1.35 2.8 12.72986 examples0 65 17.62 26.68 11.39 7.71 13.85 1.92 4.40 1.27 1.81 80 74.56 103.1 41.49 41.84 33.22 5.49 10.6 2.2 3.92 83 426.52 699.9 406.6 201.27 140.24 45.95 14.43 3.0 13.96013 examples0 129{131 50.62 77.59 22.52 34.99 50.1 3.93 26.69 1.01 1.31 148 277.93 498.38 122.15 319.79 177.66 14.07 114.49 1.56 2.82 81 1600 2458 539.64 1752 386.8 47.58 187.66 4.1 9.3Table 1. Statistics of trees built by Tilde in function of the lookahead setting (LA= 0, 1, 2) and the \packs" setting (original = no packs, disjoint execution, packedexecution). Reported times are the total time needed to build a tree, the time spenton compilation of packs and the time spent on their execution. Times are measured inseconds, tree sizes in nodes.total induction time may be spent for this, and it is exactly here that the highestspeedup factor can be expected (high c and n, see complexity analysis).Comparison with other engines Since ilProlog is a new Prolog engine, wewanted to compare its performance with existing engines; obviously the e�ciencygain achieved through the query pack execution it o�ers should not be o�set bya less e�cient implementation of the engine itself.Tilde was run on the above data using the Sicstus and MasterProLogengines. The implementation of Tilde for these engines is almost exactly thesame as the one for the ilProlog engine when the \original" setting (no packs)is used. Table 4 shows some results. It can be seen from the table that at thismoment, and on these data, ilProlog is less e�cient than MasterProLog,however the pack execution mechanism amply compensates for that.Some remarks are to be made here: a) the Leuven ILP systems were originallyimplemented in MasterProLog and these implementations make use of somenon-standard builtins which for the other Prolog systems have to be simulated,which puts MasterProLog at an advantage when comparing timings; b) il-Prolog is still under construction and further e�ciency improvements in the



LA tree size original disjoint packed speedup ratio(nodes) total comp exec total comp exec net exec521 examples0 2 0.63 1.05 0.43 0.22 0.58 0.12 0.06 1.09 3.71 4 1.7 1.26 0.24 0.51 0.74 0.13 0.07 2.30 7.32 3 4.6 2.94 0.49 1.42 1.26 0.17 0.12 3.65 11.81007 examples0 7 1.12 1.11 0.3 0.32 0.73 0.12 0.12 1.53 2.71 6 4.06 3.08 0.77 1.31 1.59 0.27 0.27 2.55 4.92 4 12.74 7.38 1.19 3.86 3.05 0.46 0.34 4.18 11.41453 examples0 5 1.44 1.28 0.15 0.49 0.95 0.06 0.21 1.52 2.31 4 5.25 3.48 0.22 2.05 1.85 0.1 0.56 2.84 3.72 3 14.33 8.83 0.48 5.66 3.49 0.23 0.68 4.11 8.32473 examples0 9 3.34 2.99 0.38 1.33 2.21 0.14 0.75 1.51 1.81 6 12.3 9.11 0.72 6.08 4.78 0.25 2.14 2.57 2.82 4 40.05 24.66 1.36 17.94 8.44 0.47 2.64 4.75 6.84981 examples0 13 8.46 7.92 0.75 4.18 6.2 0.14 3.1 1.36 1.41 6 35.63 29.45 0.72 23.76 16.63 0.25 11.4 2.14 2.12 4 116.93 84.14 1.36 71.41 25.43 0.52 13.64 4.60 5.2Table 2. Statistics of trees built by Tilde in function of the lookahead setting (LA= 0, 1, 2) and the \packs" setting (no packs, disjoint execution, packed execution).Reported times are the total time needed to build a tree, the time spent on compilationof packs and the time spent on their execution. Times are measured in seconds, treesizes in nodes.engine are expected (for instance, its compiler does not produce native code yet,which the other compilers do); c) our experience with these experiments suggeststhat timings are relatively unstable w.r.t. certain implementation changes, espe-cially with respect to dynamically asserted information; therefore these results(in particular for Sicstus) have to be taken with a grain of salt.5.2 WarmrUsed implementations and engines For Warmr we consider the followingimplementations:1. No packs: the normal implementation of Warmr, with \queries in outerloop", where queries are generated and evaluated one by one.2. With packs: An \examples in outer loop" implementation where �rst allqueries for one level are generated and put into a pack, and then this packis evaluated on each example.For the \no packs" implementation we also give the execution times forMas-terProLog.



LA tree size original disjoint packed speedup ratio(nodes) total comp exec total comp exec net execRegression, 230 examples0 12 5.45 7.84 2.71 3.04 4.35 0.71 1.68 1.25 1.811 12 22.71 36.33 15.73 16.6 12.18 4.0 4.85 1.86 3.422 13 239.84 { (99.87) (124.55) 72.06 35.8 19.86 3.33 >6.27Classi�cation, 230 examples0 18 6.03 9.04 2.98 4.05 4.51 0.48 2.32 1.34 1.751 17 28.38 42.4 15.67 21.67 13.6 2.36 7.38 2.09 2.942 24 2453.46 { (160.5) (397.41) 124.15 39.29 39.8 19.8 >9.99Table 3. Timings for Mutagenesis. A � in the table indicates that that run endedprematurely; timings between parentheses indicate times already consumed at thatmoment. Sicstus MasterProLog ilProlog(original) ilProlog(packs)Bongard-592 52.3 10.05 14.87 6.13Bongard-1194 206 37.5 56.98 24.78Bongard-1804 217 27.62 46.57 15.06Bongard-2986 1979 244 429 129Bongard-6013 8600 651 1586 371Bongard-521 16.7 3.14 4.49 1.37Bongard-1007 58.6 8.23 12.7 3.5Bongard-1453 105 8.91 14.2 3.37Bongard-2473 228 20.45 39.2 9.33Bongard-4981 714 43.45 115.4 27.7Table 4. ilProlog compared to other engines (times in seconds)Datasets We used the Mutagenesis dataset, with a language bias that waschosen so as to generate a limited number of re�nements (i.e., a relatively smallbranching factor in the search lattice); this allows us to generate query packsthat are relatively deep but narrow. Table 5 summarises the number of queriesfor each level.Results In Table 6 the execution times of Warmr on Mutagenesis are given,with maximal search depth varying from 2 to 5 levels.These results raised our interest because they show a behaviour that is quitedi�erent from the one observed with Tilde. Speedup factors barely increase withincreasing depth of the packs, in contrast to Tilde where larger packs yieldedhigher speedups. At �rst sight we found this surprising; however it becomes lessso when the following observation is made. When re�ning a pack into a new packby adding a level, Warmr prunes away branches that lead only to infrequentqueries. There are thus two e�ects when adding a level to a pack: one is thewidening of the pack at the lowest level (at least on the �rst few levels, a newpack typically has more leaves than the previous one), the second is the narrowingof the pack as a whole (because of pruning). Since the speedup obtained by using



MutagenesisLevel Queries Frequent queries1 1 12 9 63 27 204 90 725 970 897Table 5. Number of queries for the Mutagenesis experiment with Warmr.Level With packs No packs ilProlog No packs MasterProLog speedup ratioexec total exec total exec total net exec2 0.65 0.93 1.17 1.26 0.37 0.62 1.35 1.803 4.63 6.69 8.24 9.2 1.62 2.77 1.38 1.784 40.14 65.22 94.41 107.04 10.46 24.25 1.64 2.355 345.75 673.75 861.77 1078.09 101.52 311 1.60 2.49Table 6. Results on Mutagenesispacks largely depends on the branching factor of the pack, speedup factors can beexpected to decrease when the narrowing e�ect is stronger than the widening-at-the-bottom e�ect. We suspect both e�ects are approximately equally strong here.We had not anticipated this behaviour and think it deserves further investigation.5.3 Summary of Experimental ResultsOur experiments con�rm that a) query pack execution in itself is much moree�cient than executing many highly similar queries separately; b) existing ILPsystems (we useTilde andWarmr as examples) can use this mechanism to theiradvantage, achieving signi�cant speedups (up to a factor 20 in our experiments);and c) although a new Prolog engine is needed to achieve this, the current stateof development of this engine is already such that more advanced engines thatdo not have the query pack mechanism cannot compete with it.In addition, di�erences between the e�ect of pack execution on Tilde andWarmr have come to light, prompting further investigation of, e.g., the inuenceof size and shape of packs on the e�ciency gains obtained with them.6 Related workThe re-implementation of Tilde is related to the work by [12] who were the �rstto describe the \examples in outer loop" strategy for decision tree induction.The query pack execution mechanism, here described from the Prolog executionpoint of view, can be seen as a �rst-order counterpart of Apriori's mechanismfor counting item-sets [1].The idea of optimising sets of queries instead of individual queries has existedfor a while in the database community; Tsur et al. [16] describe an algorithm



for e�cient execution of so-called query ocks in this context. Like our querypack execution mechanism, the query ock execution mechanism is inspired byApriori and is set in a deductive database context. The main di�erence betweenour query packs and the query ocks described in [16] is that query packs aremore hierarchically structured and the queries in a pack are much less similarthan the queries in a ock. (A ock is represented by a single query with place-holders for constants, and is equal to the set of all queries that can be obtainedby instantiating the placeholders to constants. Flocks could not be used for theapplications we consider here.)7 ConclusionsThere is a lot of redundancy in the computations performed by most ILP sys-tems. In this paper we have identi�ed a source of redundancy and proposed amethod for avoiding it: execution of query packs, and we have discussed howquery pack execution can be incorporated in ILP systems. The query pack ex-ecution mechanism itself has been implemented in a new Prolog system calledilProlog dedicated to data mining tasks, and two ILP systems have been re-implemented to make use of the mechanism. We have experimentally evaluatedthese re-implementations, and the results of these experiments con�rm that largespeedups may be obtained in this way. We conjecture that the query pack ex-ecution mechanism can be incorporated in other ILP systems and that similarspeedups can be expected.The problem setting in which query pack execution was introduced is verygeneral, and allows the technique to be used for any kind of task where manyqueries are to be executed on the same data, as long as the queries can beorganised in a hierarchy.Future work includes further improvements to the ilProlog engine and theimplementation of techniques that will increase the suitability of the engine tohandle large data sets. Another interesting issue is how to port the proposedquery pack execution mechanism to the context of relational databases. A lotof work has been done in the database community concerning optimisation ofsingle queries, but optimisation of sets of queries is relatively new. In the bestcase one might hope to combine the e�cient bottom-up computations usuallyperformed in databases with a computation sharing mechanism such as the onewe here propose. Such a result would signi�cantly increase the e�ciency withwhich large databases can be mined.AcknowledgementsHendrik Blockeel is a post-doctoral fellow of the Fund for Scienti�c Research(FWO) of Flanders. Luc Dehaspe is a post-doctoral fellow of the K.U.LeuvenResearch Fund. Jan Ramon is funded by the Flemish Institute for the Promotionof Scienti�c Research in Industry (IWT). Henk Vandecasteele is supported by theFWO-project G.0246.99 \Query languages for database mining". The authors
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